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Distinguished participants, 

 

It is my pleasure to make some closing remarks on behalf of the United Nations 

Department of Economic and Social Affairs, as the delegated convenor of the 8th IGF. 

 

I would first like to thank His Excellency Mr. Tifatul Sembiring, Minister of 

Communications and Information Technology (MCIT), of the Republic of Indonesia for 

chairing this meeting and the hard work of his ministry.  I also recognize the Indonesian 

Multi-stakeholder Organizing Committee for their tireless organizing efforts.  

 

I would like to thank the Indonesian Internet Service Provider Association for all their 

efforts as well as all the other local and international organizations that contributed both 

financially and in-kind.  
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I also recognize United Nations colleagues from the Department of Public Information 

for their continuous coverage and outreach; our dear friends from offices in Geneva, 

Bangkok and Jakarta for providing excellent conference services, security, and 

interpretation;  and the IGF secretariat whose tireless work over the past year has made 

this IGF a success with the guidance of the Multi-Stakeholder Advisory Group (MAG).   

 

I give special thanks to the dedicated live transcription team for their outstanding work in  

enabling effective communication.  

 

And we should not forget the organizers of all the workshops and other numerous 

sessions that were central to the overall success of this IGF. Last but not least, I sincerely 

thank all of you as an integral part of the IGF community for your active and in-depth 

participation.  

 

Distinguished participants, 

 

Nearly 1,500 delegates representing 111 different countries are with us in Bali. As in 

Baku at the 7
th

 IGF, civil society was the highest represented stakeholder 

group.  Remote participation again more than doubled the active participation. 135 

workshops, open forums and other meetings offered an unmatched menu of topics related 

to Internet governance for you to engage in. 
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This year’s IGF could not have come at a more opportune time. New cyber-security 

threats and revelations of widespread Internet surveillance are only two of the many 

emerging issues that the multi-stakeholder community must address. Your deliberations 

will now be taken forward into other processes in 2014 and beyond. 

 

As we have heard, 2013 and 2014 are run-up years for defining a post-2015 vision of 

sustainable development. They are also run-up years for the WSIS+10 review. 

 

Last month, the 68th UN GA session launched the High-Level Political Forum that 

replaces the Commission on Sustainable Development and will serve as the vehicle to 

implement the Rio +20 outcome. 

 

This week, while we discussed Building Bridges:  Enhancing Multistakeholder 

Cooperation for Growth and Sustainable Development, in Bali, the GA's Second 

Committee met to take up ICTs for development in New York.  Many delegates 

advocated for greater broadband deployment, reducing the cost of technologies and 

capacity building for greater use and application, as well as an upgrade of the quality and 

quantity of telecommunications infrastructure. They called for an open and accessible 

Internet, where future users and innovators can safely and securely reside. 

 

These discussions point to the need for ICTs to enable sustainable development.  We at 

DESA have also identified inclusive governance as an enabler of sustainable 

development.   
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It seems that Internet governance targets both of these enablers of sustainable 

development.  The IGF allows for collective visioning of the deployment of the Internet -

- governed through a bottom-up, inclusive, transparent and accountable multi-stakeholder 

process -- to reach out to all peoples to have more fulfilling lives.  

 

Considering this collective challenge, the 8th IGF has delivered on its theme of Building 

Bridges.  The UN looks forward to convening the 9th IGF in 2014 to continue 

deliberations on the great enablers of sustainable development:  Internet and inclusive 

governance. 

 

 

This closure brings us to the the next IGF cycle. Let us work together to ensure that the 

IGF continues to grow and prosper. Let us strengthen our existing partnerships, build new 

ones and invite new stakeholders to the IGF community. I wish you a safe trip home from 

this beautiful island of Bali. See you next year!  

 

Thank you. 


